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How to Make a Lot Of Money Running WSOs By a Warrior Who Has Earned Over $15,000 from the

WSO Forum Alone in the Last 5 Months About the WSO Forum The WSO Forum (Warrior SPECIAL

OFFERS Forum) is designed to allow warriors to offer other warriors (ONLY) quality products and/or

services at a special discounted price. The offer cannot be given anywhere esle at the same price. If the

product and/or service is to be offered elsewhere, it must be at a higher price, that is the rule. It also must

be an original work/product/service of your own and can NOT be a PLR product, even if you change it. It

can however, be a product that someone creates for you and ONLY you. No one else can have the

product to sell or the PLR or resale rights but you. This would be just like outsourcing somebody to make

a product for you and only you. Then you may sell it as a WSO. For example, if you have a web designer

build you a template that has an easy to use admin area where anybody could enter their Google

AdSense ID and other affiliate IDs and have their own money making site in whatever niche they

want...you can make sure that you have the exclusive rights to it, and then sell it as a WSO at a great

WARRIOR ONLY SPECIAL PRICE. This is just one example of many that I will cover in this report. The
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WSO forum is an extremely generous gift of Allen Says, the owner of the Warrior Forum; it is a perfect

example of the spirit of the forum and the generosity and kindness of true warriors. People truly have

launched $30,000 a month businesses from the WSO forum alone and continue to do so today. I

personally have earned over $15,000 from the WSO forum alone in the five months that I have been

running them. I average a $3,000-$4,000 a month business JUST FROM WSOs and it continues to grow.

For that I am extremely thankful and since I am a teacher at heart, I want to share as much wisdom with

you as I can. Again, the WSO forum is truly a gift and should not be taken for granted.
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